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Shear-wave splitting beneath the Snake River Plain suggests a

mantle upwelling beneath eastern Nevada, USA
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Abstract

The Snake River Plain (SRP), a 90-km-wide topographic depression in southern Idaho, is a topographically anomalous

feature in the western U.S. Previous seismic studies focused on the northeastern SRP to study its relationship with the

Yellowstone hotspot. We present new teleseismic shear-wave splitting data from six broadband seismic stations deployed along

the axis of the SRP from June 2000 to September 2001. We also analyze splitting at HLID, a permanent station of the National

Seismic Network located f100 km north of the plain. Splitting of individual teleseismic phases is consistent at all stations

within 2r errors, and we favor the interpretation of anisotropy with a single horizontal fast axis, although a dipping-axis

interpretation is statistically permitted at two of the stations. Our station fast directions, as well as shear-wave splitting data from

numerous other stations throughout the Basin and Range, are best explained by a lattice preferred orientation of olivine due to

horizontal shear along the base of the plate associated with the gravitational spreading of buoyant plume-like upwelling material

beneath eastern Nevada into a southwestward flowing asthenosphere (with respect to a fixed hotspot reference frame). This

parabolic asthenospheric flow (PAF) model for the Great Basin is attractive because it explains the observed high elevations,

high mantle buoyancy, low-velocity anomaly beneath eastern Nevada, high heat flow, and depleted geochemistry of some

erupted basalts. The lack of Pliocene–Recent major volcanism in eastern Nevada suggests that a significant amount of the

buoyancy flux is due to compositional buoyancy. Our splitting station delay times vary in a way not predicted by the PAF

model, and can be explained by: a zone of aligned magma-filled lenses and/or partially molten dikes beneath the SRP

lithosphere, a depleted olivine-rich residuum underneath the sides of the eastern SRP, and/or the effect of lateral lower crustal

flow from beneath the eSRP toward its adjacent flanks.
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1. Introduction

Extension and magmatism in the western U.S. have

been studied for many decades. Prominent features

that must be explained include the large volume of
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nating from northern Nevada and extending toward

the Yellowstone and Newberry hotspots, and the

topographically depressed Snake River Plain. Several

geodynamic models have been proposed that explain

some of these features including the arrival of a

mantle plume head beneath the moving North Amer-

ican plate [1–5], gravitational collapse associated

with a migrating triple junction and/or clockwise

rotation of the Cascade–Klamath–Sierran blocks

[6–10], and back-arc spreading [5,11,12].

One region of particular interest in understanding

the western U.S. is the Snake River Plain (Fig. 1), a

90-km-wide, f1000-m topographic depression in the

southern half of Idaho that is divided into two separate

branches. The western Snake River Plain (wSRP) runs

from western Idaho at an elevation of 500 m toward

the southeast for 300 km where it has an elevation of

1000 m. Here it bends around to connect with the

eastern Snake River Plain (eSRP), which extends

northeast 400 km to the Yellowstone hotspot at an

elevation of f2000 m. Geologic mapping and geo-

chemical analysis show that 95% of the eSRP is

covered by basaltic lava flows that occurred as fissure

eruptions from volcanic rift zones and linear arrays of

volcanic landforms and structures [13], which are

probably the manifestation of dikes that intruded the

crust perpendicular to the ENE/WSW least principal

stress direction [14,15].

Beneath the basaltic lava flows of the eSRP lies a

chain of rhyolitic tuff-filled calderas with an age

progression from the f16-Ma-old McDermitt volca-

nic field in northern Nevada to the Recent volcanism

in the Yellowstone caldera in northwest Wyoming

[13] (Fig. 1). The onset of wSRP extension appears

to have accompanied moderate volcanism along the

western rift 12–11 Ma ago, and continued with large

volumes of basalt erupting f9–7 Ma ago, and minor

volcanism occurring since then [16]. Seismic and

gravity data suggest that the middle crust beneath

the northeastern eSRP is horizontally intruded by a

tabular basaltic body of several kilometers thickness

[17,18]. However, the existence of this body further to

the southwest or in the wSRP has not been estab-

lished, and therefore how the intrusion process, pre-

sumably related to Yellowstone hotspot magmatism,

evolves with time remains unclear.

The age progression of volcanism and the rapid,

voluminous eruption of the Columbia River basalts
f17 Ma ago are probably the most important

observations in the interpretation that the eSRP is

a hotspot track on the North American plate. This

plate is moving westsouthwest at f27 km/Ma [19]

with respect to a fixed Yellowstone plume, the head

of which impinged upon the lithosphere beneath

northern Nevada f17 Ma ago [20,21]. However,

Geist and Richards [4] suggest that the hotspot

may not have been ‘‘fixed’’. They show that the

f1000-m topographical depression of the wSRP

may imply that it is not simply another graben that

flanks the eSRP, but rather it could be a continuous

hotspot feature that resulted from a deflection of the

Yellowstone plume head by the subducting Farallon

plate. Ebinger and Sleep [22] showed that horizon-

tally spreading plume material could be guided

along channels in the base of the lithosphere in

zones of prior lithospheric thinning, which implies

that the wSRP may have provided a channel for

lateral plume flow if it was a zone of thinned

lithosphere prior to (or developed during) the in-

ception of the plume head. We analyze the splitting

of teleseismic shear phases beneath four stations in

the eSRP and two stations in the wSRP to help test

between these hypotheses for the origin of the

Snake River Plain, and more fundamentally, the

other prominent features in the western U.S.
2. Deformation, anisotropy, and teleseismic shear-

wave splitting

The mantle is primarily comprised of olivine, a

seismically anisotropic mineral. When an aggregate of

olivine grains is deformed via dislocation creep, a

fabric or lattice-preferred orientation (LPO) develops

where one or more of the three olivine crystallograph-

ic axes have a preferred orientation, leading to a bulk

anisotropy for the aggregate. The orientation of the

bulk anisotropy depends on which set of olivine

dislocation slip planes are active in accommodating

the deformation and what type of deformation is

occurring [23–25]. For progressive simple shear, the

fast [100] a-axes of olivine rotate toward the direction

of shear. For uniaxial strain, the fast a-axes rotate

away from the direction of shortening, and toward the

direction of elongation. Therefore, the fast direction of

the bulk anisotropy can be a proxy for mantle flow. A
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bulk anisotropy can also develop due to a preferred

orientation of structures such as cracks [26] or mag-

ma-filled lenses [27], and so some of the anisotropy

could in principle have a non-mantle origin.

A teleseismic shear phase (plane wave) propagates

through an anisotropic mantle as a pair of orthogo-

nally polarized phases that travel at different speeds,

the orientations of the polarization directions depend-

ing on the orientation of anisotropy with respect to the

direction of wavefront propagation. The delay time

that accumulates between these phases is proportional

to the raypath length and magnitude of anisotropy

sensed along the raypath.
3. Methodology

We use a modified version of the method of

Silver and Chan [28] to make apparent splitting

measurements. For each event, we band-pass filter

the three-component waveforms between 0.02 and

0.2 Hz, and pick a master time window around the

phase. Then for each event, we create 30 different

time windows by randomly perturbing the master

time window boundaries by up to F 20% of the

length of the master time window. For each of these

30 windows, we either (1) assume the initial polar-

ization direction (IPD) is equal to the back azimuth,

and search over trial apparent fast direction (/) and
delay time (dt) for the optimum parameters that best

remove the energy from the anisotropy-corrected

transverse component of the core-refracted phases,

or (2) calculate the IPD directly from the data, and

search for the optimum parameters that maximizes

the similarity between trial fast/slow waves for the S

and ScS phases [28]. For each of the 30 analyses, the

number of degrees of freedom is calculated directly

from the windowed data. Then we stack the 30

misfit grids, find the global minimum, and derive

the 95% confidence region from the average number

of degrees of freedom. This is a similar procedure to

that proposed by other workers [29,30] to calculate a

constrained station splitting estimate from stacking

misfit grids from different events. Through simple

averaging, this grid-stacking modification increases

the stability of the apparent-splitting analysis method

and attenuates the affect of small time-window

perturbations.
4. New splitting data

We analyze the splitting of teleseismic shear phases

recorded by three-component CMG-40T sensors,

which reliably detect signals down to periods of 30

s and are therefore suitable for teleseismic body-wave

studies. During an IRIS PASSCAL experiment, we

deployed four of these stations for one year (June

2000–July 2001) in the eastern Snake River Plain

(eSRP), and deployed two in the western Snake River

Plain (wSRP) for two months (July 2001–September

2001). The sensors were insulated from rapid temper-

ature variations, and leveled on concrete slabs at the

bottom of vaults 0.6–1 m deep. Only the eSRP

stations recorded a high number of teleseismic wave-

forms. However, station SHO had operational prob-

lems, and only reliably recorded a fraction of the

events recorded by the other eSRP stations. In addi-

tion, we also analyze waveforms recorded by HLID, a

CMG-3 permanent broadband station of the National

Seismic Network. Due to technical problems associ-

ated with collection and/or storage of HLID data, we

were only able to analyze phases recorded at that

station during 2002–2003, although some data prior

to this time span exist and should become available in

the near future [D. McNamara, personal communica-

tion, 2003]. In addition to our study, we also calcu-

lated teleseismic receiver-function stacks for these

stations, and found evidence from PpPs phases (1)

for along-axis crustal thickening (or equivalent aver-

age crustal velocity change) along the SRP from 40

km in the northeast to 42 km in the southwest, and (2)

that a mid-crustal sill and possibly a partially molten

lower crust thin to become undetectable toward the

southwest [31].

We make measurements of apparent splitting of

core-refracted phases (SKS, SKKS, PKS), core-

reflected phases (ScS), and direct S phases on the

Snake River Plain (SRP) stations. We analyze 34

phases (Supplement Table 1) recorded on at least

one of the SRP stations, for a total of 60 phases

analyzed: 34 SKS, 12 SKKS, 6 PKS, 6 S, and 2 ScS.

For HLID, we analyze 12 phases: 8 SKS, 3 S, and 1

PKS. We are only interested in anisotropy beneath the

seismic stations, and therefore reduce the possibility

of source-side splitting by analyzing S and ScS events

only from hypocenters deeper than 350 km. Fig. 2

shows examples of the apparent splitting measure-



Fig. 2. Splitting examples for each station along the eastern Snake River Plain showing the horizontal-component waveforms parallel and

perpendicular to the observed initial polarization direction (IPDO/IPDO-90j) and the corresponding anisotropy-corrected waveforms (IPDC/

IPDC-90j). The boxes in the upper right indicate the date and UTC time of the analyzed event (year:julday:hour), the measured apparent fast

direction and delay time, and the energy signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Energy on the IPDO-90j component that is coherently out of phase with

energy on the IPDO component is a diagnostic indicator of splitting. When applied to remove the phase difference, the splitting measurements

successfully attenuate the energy on the IPDC-90j component.
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ments for stations along the eSRP. There is a consis-

tent fast direction rotation from WNW at BRK (a) to

ENE at CIC (d).

The events recorded on the SRP stations (and

HLID) have a fair distribution of back azimuths, and

a good distribution of initial polarization directions

(IPD), which are parallel to back azimuths (BAZ) for

core-refracted phases. All analyzed phases have steep-

ly dipping incidence angles INC = 5–28j at a depth of
200 km, and sample the upper mantle almost directly

beneath the station, providing good lateral resolution.

The coverage in BAZ, IPD, and INC is not ideal but is

probably sufficient to discriminate between splitting

from a single-layer model with a horizontal- or

dipping-fast axis and a two-layer model with horizon-

tal fast axes.

The apparent splitting measurements (ASMs) for

each station are consistent with each other, and

therefore a single fast direction (/) and delay time

(dt) can explain all the measurements within the 2r
errors (Supplement Table 2). We therefore use the
stacking method of Wolfe and Silver [30] to derive

station splitting estimates (Supplement Table 3). For a

two-layer anisotropy model beneath the station, a

predictable variation of ASMs would exist with a

90j periodicity in IPD [32]. Station NST has the most

variation in ASM versus IPD (Fig. 3). Simple aver-

ages of the NST splitting measurements are indicated

by the horizontal lines. Note that although there is

variation in the ASMs, the variation from the simple

averages is generally not significant at a 95% confi-

dence level. We performed grid searches for the

optimum two-layer model parameters nonetheless

(Supplement Table 3), and found that the misfit

reduction for the best-fitting two-layer models was

not significantly better than that provided by the

simple averages.

Station SHO and HLID have ASMs that vary with

back azimuth and incidence angle. Although the ASM

measurements do not vary significantly away from the

station estimates, they do vary in a manner that is

predicted by a dipping fast-axis anisotropy model.
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Fig. 4 shows the fit of the best dipping-axis model to

the ASMs for station HLID. The dipping-axis models

for both SHO and HLID are similar, with a fast axis

pointing toward fN80jWand dipping f35j. How-
ever, the model for SHO is only constrained by three

apparent splitting measurements, and the NW direc-

tion that is mostly responsible for this model has very

large error bars. We therefore do not have enough

reliable data at SHO to confirm a possible dipping-

axis model. However, we can confirm that there is no

evidence for a dipping-axis model at stations BRK,

NST, and CIC (Supplement Table 3). Lastly for

HLID, although the dipping-axis model explains

50% of the variation, we do not hold the dipping-axis

model in high regard because the apparent splitting

measurements themselves do not vary significantly

away from the station estimate.
Fig. 4. Polar plot of apparent splitting measurements (black) versus

back azimuth (angle) and incidence angle (radius) for f 200 km

depth. There is a variation at station HLID (and SHO) that is better

predicted with a single dipping fast-axis model (gray; oriented 280j
and dipping 35j) than a single horizontal-axis or two-layer model.

Fig. 3. Apparent splitting measurements versus initial polarization

direction for station NST. Circles represent constrained splitting

measurements (with 2j error bars). Squares indicate null measure-

ments (measurements of no significant splitting). There is no

significant variation away from a simple average (horizontal lines),

so a two-layer model is not required. The average above does not

correspond exactly with the station average, which was derived via

a different method.
Our preferred splitting models for the SRP and

HLID splitting data are shown in Fig. 1. For the SRP

stations, the preferred model is a single layer of

anisotropy with a horizontal fast axis (station esti-

mates). For HLID, we show both the horizontal- and

dipping-axis models. There are interesting patterns

observed in the data, e.g. the well-constrained clock-

wise rotation of station fast directions (/) toward

the southwest from fN65jE (1993 transect) to

fN100jE (BRK). This rotation appears to follow

the rotation of the axis of the Snake River Plain.

However, further northwest along the wSRP, / rotates

back to fN70jE, although these wSRP models are

less well determined.

The delay times (dt) observed in the eSRP range

from 0.8 to 1.2 s, and do not vary consistently along

the axis. However, dt is much longer just to the north

of the eSRP at stations HLID (1.8F 0.2 s) and MHO

(2.2F 1.0 s). The estimate at MHO is based on one

measurement with large error bars, and is not very

reliable. On the Schutt et al. [33] transect, dt north of

the eSRP are also almost twice as long as those on the

eSRP.



Fig. 5. Testing models of mantle anisotropy against fast splitting

directions (/) (a) along and (b) across the Snake River Plain (SRP).

The ‘‘transect’’ station estimates in (a) and the station estimates in

(b) (except for HLID) are from Schutt et al. [33]. The anisotropy

models we test are fossilized anisotropy from past orogenic events

(FOSS), recent extension (EXT), magma-filled lenses and/or dikes

(LENS), simple asthenospheric flow (SAF), channeled astheno-

spheric flow (CHAN), and parabolic asthenospheric flow (PAF).

SAF, EXT, and FOSS predict a range of / (gray shaded regions).

LENS, CHAN (dotted lines), and PAF (solid line—our preferred

model) predict a specific orientation of / at each station. The

current extension direction is probably ENE–ESE throughout the

SRP region. FOSS predicts a NNW–NNE /. The LENS model

requires the existence of partial melt, and may therefore only be

important beneath the hotspot axis (b). The SAF prediction range is

provided by the HS3-NUVEL1A [19] plate motion (250F 21j).
The CHAN model is confined to the plain, and does not extend

beyond it in (b). The EXT model fits all the SRP data, but predicts

much shorter delay times than that is observed. However, the PAF

model similar to that of Savage and Sheehan [49] fits all the data in

the SRP region as well as in Nevada and western Utah (Fig. 1).
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5. Discussion

There have been many hypotheses proposed to

explain teleseismic shear-wave splitting. It is therefore

important to determine which of these mechanisms is

consistent with the data before deducing how they

relate to the tectonic and geodynamic processes in the

region.

The best method by which to determine uncer-

tainties remains a subject of debate [34,35]. Our

individual splitting uncertainties were estimated fol-

lowing the method of Silver and Chan [28], and our

stacked station estimates following the technique

proposed by Vinnik et al. [29] and Wolfe and Silver

[30]. Alternative techniques based on a Bayesian

formalism have been proposed [36]. We defer the

discussion of uncertainty estimation to these respec-

tive papers, and in the following discussion we limit

ourselves to hypotheses that fit our data within our

2r uncertainties.

5.1. Fast directions

While the lithosphere beneath the SRP is f40 km

thick, the thickness along the flanks of the SRP is not

as clear because of possible depleted olivine residuum

in the asthenosphere beneath the flanks which has a

higher-than average seismic velocity [37]. The SRP

lithosphere has been highly modified by intrusion and,

probably to a smaller extent, thinned by conductive

erosion due to the recent passage of the Yellowstone

hotspot. This lithosphere is probably characteristic of

a volcanic continental rift (e.g. East African Rift),

whereas the lithosphere along the flanks is more

characteristic of young continental lithosphere. Fig.

5 shows the fast station estimates and 2r errors (a)

along the entire Snake River Plain from BOI to CIC,

and (b) across the plain. We overlay predictions from

the various mechanisms that might create anisotropy:

fossilized anisotropy from past orogenic events

(FOSS), recent lithospheric extension (EXT), mag-

ma-filled lenses and/or dikes (LENS), simple astheno-

spheric flow (SAF), channeled asthenospheric flow

(CHAN), and parabolic asthenospheric flow (PAF).

Many mountain-building events have occurred in

western North America throughout the Phanerozoic.

Thrust faults from the Paleozoic and Mesozoic orog-

enies appear on both flanks of the eSRP, and strike
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NNW to the north, and NNW–NNE to the south [38].

The most recent orogenies were the Sevier and

Laramide, both of which probably also resulted in

east–west lithospheric shortening in the Snake River

Plain region. Fast polarization directions (/) in ac-

tively deforming mountain belts are usually perpen-

dicular to the shortening direction [39]. Anisotropy

can remain preserved or fossilized in the lithosphere

for long periods of geologic time [28]. If FOSS is the

dominant source of anisotropy beneath the Snake

River Plain region, we would expect to find NNW–

NNE / (Fig. 5). However, observed / throughout

Idaho are clearly outside this range. Furthermore,

although the lithospheric thickness beneath the flanks

of the SRP is not well known, the mantle lithospheric

thickness beneath the SRP is only f10 km [37],

which is not thick enough to give rise to dtf1.0 s

(this would require a thickness of at least 130 km).

Uniaxial extension of the lithospheric mantle via

ductile thinning would produce an LPO of olivine fast

a-axes in the direction of extension [24]. This hypoth-

esis (EXT) has been used to explain splitting beneath

the Red Sea rift, Baikal rift, Arctic ridge, and Rhine

graben [39]. A shift in western U.S. deformation from

roughly E–W compression to E–W extension oc-

curred between 40 and 20 Ma ago during a shift from

low-angle subduction to normal subduction [40–42].

In the northeast eSRP, Cenozoic extension appears to

be ENE/WSW to the north, and WNW/ESE to the

south of the eSRP [14]. The current extension direction

in the southwest eSRP andwSRP is unclear at this time.

Past extension in the wSRP region was E/W f15–12

Ma ago as indicated by faulting, and NE/SW f11 Ma

ago as suggested by the orientation of a fissure system

and the concurrently developing graben [16]. The

geoid is higher above the northern eSRP flank than

above the southern flank [43], and if the ENE/WSW

geoid gradient in the wSRP is a predictor of the current

extension direction, the region is probably extending

ENE/WSW. The current Basin-and-Range extension

direction in central Nevada (f600 km to the south-

west) is oriented ESE/WNW [8]. Although the predic-

tions are not well-defined because of the ambiguities

mentioned above, the EXT hypothesis predicts ENE to

ESE / along the SRP, a range that brackets the

observed / (Fig. 5a). If this hypothesis is correct, then

the ENE to E / rotation from CIC to BRK and from

BOI to BRK could be interpreted as a transition from
hotspot-dominated gravitationally driven extension to

a more typical Basin-and-Range style of extension.

However, the EXT model does not explain observed

NNW–N / in western Utah and northeast Nevada, or

the region of nulls in eastern Nevada (Fig. 1). More

importantly, as in the case against fossilized anisotropy

as the dominant source of anisotropy, the lithospheric

thickness beneath the SRP is not thick enough to result

in dtf1.0 s for the EXT hypothesis.

Vertically oriented magma-filled lenses can lead to

a bulk anisotropy of the medium [27]. A preferred

orientation of partially molten dikes could also lead to

the same bulk anisotropy, although the magnitude

may be smaller. Both of these mechanisms (LENS)

could be produced in the presence of partial melt

where there is a significant deviatoric stress in the

lithosphere and/or asthenosphere in a normal-faulting

stress state (r3 = horizontal, r1 = vertical [15]). The

preferred orientation of these structures would strike

parallel to r2, and consequently would lead to a bulk

anisotropy with a fast direction parallel to r2. This
mechanism has been used to explain / that are

subparallel to grabens in the Kenya Rift, Rio Grande

Rift, and Baikal Rift Zone [44,45]. Stress-state indi-

cators in the northeast eSRP suggest that r3 is ENE.

The most recent eSRP volcanism was only f2000

years ago [46]. There are many fissure and dike

systems that cut across the eSRP that strike ca.

perpendicular to the axis from CIC to at least SHO

[13,47]. However, / is f90j from that direction, and

so it is clear that such a mechanism (LENS) is not the

dominant cause of anisotropy.

The absolute plate motion direction and 2r error

for the North American plate where the eSRP stations

were deployed is 250F 21j [19]. If there is relative

motion between the plate and underlying mantle, it is

probably accommodated via simple shear in the lower

lithosphere and asthenosphere. Such shear would

induce a simple asthenospheric flow (SAF) in the

direction of absolute plate motion (assuming a fixed

underlying mantle), and could lead to an LPO of

olivine fast a-axes and / in the direction of plate

motion if the strain occurs via dislocation creep [39].

This mechanism could explain / on stations CIC,

HLID, MHO, and BOI. However, because the plate-

motion direction must remain consistent within the

Snake River Plain region, the SAF model cannot

explain all the station directions simultaneously.
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Ebinger and Sleep [22] showed that the lateral flow

of horizontally spreading plume material along chan-

nels in the base of the lithosphere could explain both

the temporal and spatial distribution of uplift and

volcanism throughout east and central Africa. For

convenience, we use the word ‘‘plume’’ to refer to a

roughly cylindrical, vertical conduit in the upper

mantle with no specific depth of origin. Such lateral

flow of plume material would lead to shear along the

base of the plate, with fast olivine axes and / parallel

to the strike of the rift. This mechanism has been used

to explain rift-parallel / in the Rio Grande Rift [48].

The wSRP is generally thought to be a large graben,

although its topography suggests a genetic relation-

ship to the eSRP, which is identified by age dating to

be the Yellowstone hotspot axis. Both the eSRP and

wSRP probably have experienced lithospheric thin-

ning, and have lithospheric channels developed be-

neath them. This mechanism explains the fN65jE
to fN100jE / rotation from the 1993 eSRP transect

to station BRK, but not the rotation back to N70jE up

the western Snake River Plain.

The SAF model does not explain significant var-

iations in / between stations. Savage and Sheehan

[49] expand upon the SAF model to explain Basin-

and-Range splitting by adding the effects of an

upwelling to it, as has also been used to explain fast

directions around the Hawaiian [34] and Eifel [K.T.

Walker, G.H.R. Bokelmann, and S.L. Klemperer,

‘‘Shear-wave splitting around the Eifel hotspot: Evi-

dence for plume-related flow’’, Geophys. J. Int.,

submitted for publication] hotspots. Savage and Shee-

han proposed a parabolic asthenospheric flow (PAF)

model to explain / and null measurements in the

Basin and Range by assuming that (1) / are parallel

(on average) to the flow lines, (2) there are no rapid

changes in topography along the base of the litho-

sphere, and (3) null measurements occur directly

above the upwelling (no splitting occurs along the

conduit or in the lithosphere above it). The individual

splitting measurements used in the Savage and Shee-

han study and additional measurements from Savage

[50] are also shown in Fig. 1. We calculate a similar

PAF model using a slightly more easterly plume-

center location at 38.8jN 115.7jW, their parabolic

width (f290 km), and a slightly different plate-

motion direction (230j) to match best the predictions

to the data. The plate motion direction we use is
within the 95% confidence region of the Gripp and

Gordon [19] HS3-NUVEL1A plate motion direction

(250F 21j), and is parallel to the last 10 Ma of the

Yellowstone hotspot trend. The stagnation streamline

separates the plume material from ‘‘normal’’ astheno-

sphere, and is parallel to the fast directions in western

Utah. We prefer this PAF model because it is the only

model that simultaneously explains / along the entire

SRP (from CIC to BOI; Fig. 5a), across the eSRP [33]

(Fig. 5b), and in western Utah and most of Nevada

(Fig. 1).

5.2. Delay times

The average delay time (dt) on the eSRP (f 1.0 s)

is significantly shorter than along its flanks (f 1.8 s),

especially to the north and at MHO. The 2.2-s dt at

MHO is not well constrained, but is still a useful

observation given the lack of data from that region.

The PAF model we present is purely kinematic, and

does not predict variations in dt. However, for PAF,

one would not expect significant variation in the

magnitude of basal lithospheric shear over only tens

of kilometers at great distances from the plume

conduit. Therefore, we seek an additional mechanism

to explain the shorter on-plain dt, and we present three

possible mechanisms for this, noting that their

summed effects could also explain the dt variation.

First, the shorter dt could be due to the presence of

parallel magma-filled lenses and/or partially molten

dikes in the lithosphere. In the normal-faulting stress

state of the eSRP, such structures would be vertically

oriented and strike perpendicular to the least principal

stress direction. To reduce the dt imparted by the PAF

model, this hypothesis requires the structures to be

oriented perpendicular to the fast direction imparted

by PAF, i.e. from CIC to BRK, a / rotation from

fN30jW to fN (perpendicular to the eSRP axis).

As mentioned above, such a rotation is approximately

observed in the orientation of parallel fissures and

dike systems along the eSRP.

This hypothesis can be quantified by calculating the

partial melt necessary to explain both the low-velocity

zone [37] and the observed decrease in dt beneath the

eSRP. Assuming a lens density e = 0.1, an aspect ratio

g= 0.001, and a melt P velocity of 1/3 the rock velocity,

Kendall [27] calculated a maximum S anisotropy

a= 11%. Crampin [26] calculated a = 11% for water-
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filled cracks, assuming the same e and g as Kendall, but
a crack P velocity 1/4 the rock velocity. Crampin also

calculated the maximum a expected for various combi-

nations of e and g, where the P velocity of the rock and

crack fluid was 5.8 and 1.5 km/s, and the S velocity (Vr)

of the rock was 3.35 km/s. Faul et al. [51] found from

controlled ultramafic rock-melting experiments that

the majority of partial melt collects in penny-shaped

lenses with g between 0.01 and 0.2. For g < 0.2 and

0.01 < e < 0.1, the mean S velocity Vmc 0.973Vr. In

addition, for g < 0.2 a convenient empirical relationship

exists: ec a [26]. Finally, the porosity P= 4.21ge.
Extrapolating these results to the mantle, we assume

a melt P velocity of f1/3 the mantle velocity, Vr = 3.4

km/s, and 0.01 < g < 0.2 [51]. We assume the f100-

km-thick low-velocity body beneath the eSRP [37]

defines the thickness L of the partial melt region.

Because the LENS model predicts fast directions

perpendicular to those predicted by the PAF model,

the anisotropy due to lenses would dilute that due to the

PAF. Therefore we seek to explain f0.8 s of splitting

due to lenses. The equation for the delay time of shear-

wave splitting is dt = L(a/Vm). Substituting in the above

relations, we find dt = (PL)/(4.10gVr). To explain a 0.8-
s dt dilution due to parallel lenses, we calculate a partial

melt porosity P= 1.15F 1.05%.

The melt porosity can also be predicted (also with a

large degree of uncertainty), directly from the tomo-

graphic data of Saltzer and Humphreys [37]. For an

average g = 0.05, 1% partial melt porosity reduces Vp

by 1.8% [51]. The region beneath the eSRP has a Vp

reduction of 3–5%, and allows for a maximum partial

melt porosity of 1.7–2.8%. However, temperature and

composition also affect seismic velocities. A moderate

excess temperature of 150 jC can explain a f1.0%

reduction in Vp [37], thereby reducing the partial melt

porosity allowed by the tomography to 1.1–2.2%. As

pointed out by Saltzer and Humphreys, the composi-

tional variation may also lead to variations in Vp, and

therefore affect the amount of partial melt required by

the data to explain the dt reduction. Considering only

the onset of melting of olivine, the iron-rich compo-

nent melts first, and the depleted magnesium-rich

(forsterite or Fo) residuum has a higher seismic

velocity. A change in the solid–solution series from

Fo88 to Fo92 (a 10% basaltic melt extraction) leads to a

1% increase in Vp [52], and would lower our melt

porosity range to 0.6–1.7%. Therefore, our melt
porosity calculated from the reduction in on-plain dt

is consistent with the constraints placed on such

porosity by tomography data alone with or without

considering mild temperature or compositional

affects. Our model predicts even shorter dt associated

with NE fast directions in the northeast eSRP near the

Yellowstone hotspot where we expect the partial melt

porosity and extension rates to be higher.

A second hypothesis to explain the longer dt off the

hotspot axis invokes compositional segregation via

extraction of partial melt in the upwelling peridotite

beneath the Yellowstone hotspot [37]. Depleted resid-

uum is richer in anisotropic olivine than the zone of

partial melt. This allows for the development of a

stronger LPO in the residuum due to a lower concen-

tration of pyroxene, which has a diluting or negative

effect on the bulk anisotropy of peridotite [24]. If we

assume that the upwelling peridotite has a 20%

pyroxene component, and 10% is extracted via melt

segregation, then the remaining peridotite residuum is

comprised of about f 90% olivine. The zone of

partial melt, which probably ponds to a certain extent

at the base of the plate along the younger part of the

hotspot axis, could have a much larger pyroxene

concentration. Assuming (1) a linear relationship

between pyroxene enrichment and decrease in dt (an

over-simplification), (2) the zone of partial melt has a

50% olivine concentration (appropriate for basalt), (3)

the zone of 90% olivine residuum accumulates along

the flanks of the eSRP [37], and (4) the on-plain dt of

1.0 s is representative of 50% olivine composition,

then the residuum would produce a dt of 1.6 s off the

plain, which is close to the 1.8 s observed. Therefore,

the shear strain induced by the PAF could lead to

longer dt above such regions of pyroxene-depleted

residuum.

Adding support to the second hypothesis, Saltzer

and Humphreys [37] modeled the predicted topogra-

phy expected for the crustal density structure

[17,18,53] assuming isostasy. They found an anoma-

lously high predicted elevation directly above the low-

velocity anomaly (the northwest half of the eSRP).

This high elevation can be reconciled with the ob-

served lower elevation if there exists a dense mantle

anomaly beneath the northwest side of the eSRP,

which could be a zone of depleted residuum. Saltzer

and Humphreys attribute the predicted elevations on

and to the sides of the plain as due to variations in
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crustal density not predicted by the crustal model, and

instead argue for a larger compositional effect further

out from the plain, especially in NW Wyoming.

A third hypothesis is that the on-plain dt could be

reduced by lower crustal lateral flow away from the

eSRP [54]. If the lower crust is decoupled from the

upper crust and mantle, the gravitational potential

energy provided by the regional high elevation would

cause the lower crust to flow laterally out from

beneath the eSRP. The addition of a dense mid-crust

basaltic sill [17,55] would provide a local loading

force that could enhance this flow considerably,

leading to lower-crustal flow away from the eSRP

and into the adjacent lower crust along both flanks.

This would impart an LPO of olivine in the more

viscous uppermost mantle with a NNW/SSE fast

direction beneath the eSRP. The lower-crustal flow

and resulting anisotropy would be less pronounced,

non-existent, or in a different orientation beneath the

flanks (to where the eSRP lower crust seeks to flow).

A quantitative analysis is necessary to determine the

magnitude of this effect on the uppermost mantle

anisotropy. Observed azimuthal variations in Pn trav-

eltime in the eSRP region (Pn travels within the first

10 km beneath the Moho) do not support this hypoth-

esis, and instead indicate that the uppermost mantle

beneath the eSRP has a N45jE fast direction [56].

However, this Pn result was of only fair quality, and

represents a radial average over a f650 km diameter,

which would not reliably resolve anisotropy beneath

the 90-km-wide eSRP.
6. Synthesis

Our shear-wave splitting observations are best

explained by a single layer of anisotropy with a

horizontal fast axis. The most robust feature of our

splitting results is the rotation of the fast directions

(/) from fN65jE at the 1993 eSRP transect to

fN100jE at BRK, and back to fN70jE at BOI.

Delay times (dt) along the axis do not vary, but are on

average shorter than those off the axis (not including

the poorly constrained dt for MHO). We explain these

two features by a joint model: (1) a plume-like

upwelling centered in eastern Nevada similar to that

proposed by Savage and Sheehan [49], and (2) the

presence of a preferred alignment of magma-filled
lenses [27,44] and/or partially molten dikes in the

lithosphere of the SRP, the presence of depleted

residuum rich in olivine beneath the northern flank

of the eSRP [37], and/or the effect of lateral lower-

crustal flow from beneath the eSRP toward its adja-

cent flanks.

The PAF model is consistent with and explains

many other data. The circular region of nulls in

eastern Nevada and / throughout the northern Great

Basin and across the eSRP (Figs. 1 and 5) are

predicted by this model. The high Great Basin eleva-

tion, heat flow, and mantle buoyancy anomaly

[15,57], low-velocity anomaly at 300 km depth

[58,59], observed dynamic topography [60], and some

petrological studies on Basin and Range basalts [61–

64] also support this model.

The success of the eastern Nevada PAF model in

explaining the splitting fast directions implies that

anisotropy beneath the Snake River Plain is not

controlled simply by drag associated with the over-

lying plate [33], nor a PAF model centered above the

Yellowstone hotspot as one might expect for a

Yellowstone plume. Instead, this model implies that

there is a cylindrical mantle upwelling beneath

eastern Nevada with a lateral flow pattern similar

in scale to that calculated for the Hawaiian upwell-

ing. Simple scaling to account for the difference in

Pacific and North America plate speeds, 103 versus

27 km/Ma [19], suggests that the Nevada buoyancy

flux is roughly 1/4 of the f 3 Mg/s beneath Hawaii

[34,65] if all other factors are equal (asthenospheric

thickness, conduit diameter, and rheology). This

smaller buoyancy flux estimate of f 0.7 Mg/s sug-

gests a smaller potential temperature. However, if the

upwelling is due entirely to thermal buoyancy of

mantle material, one would probably still expect to

see minor volcanism beneath eastern Nevada given

the region is in an area of continental extension,

which facilitates magmatic intrusion. We speculate

that a significant component of the buoyancy flux of

the upwelling material beneath eastern Nevada is due

to compositional buoyancy [66] such that the total

buoyancy flux of f 0.7 Mg/s is consistent with the

lack of Pliocene–Recent volcanism in central and

eastern Nevada [67]. In addition, if this model is

correct, the splitting data mostly originate from

asthenospheric shear, and do not require a thick

mechanical lithosphere in the western U.S. [68].
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Because the Basin and Range province has been

extending in the west and northwest direction for the

last 30 Ma, and because the WSW absolute plate

motion has been roughly stable for at least the last

17 Ma, it seems improbable that the currently ob-

served plume-like upwelling provided the source of

the Great Basin flood basalts f 17 Ma ago. We

speculate that the current upwelling is unrelated to

the Yellowstone hotspot, and may in fact be a young

upwelling that was being shielded by the Farallon

plate until the slab window opened beneath eastern

Nevada in the last several million years due to the

northward migration of the Mendocino Triple Junc-

tion. This upwelling is not due to Basin and Range

extension, which creates space to where passive

upwelling material seeks to flow. Rather, this is an

active upwelling unrelated to extension, since most of

the upwelling material is spreading into the astheno-

sphere beneath plate, creating a parabolic pattern of

mantle anisotropy via horizontal simple shear. Future

high-resolution studies of the upper mantle velocity

and anisotropy structure hold great promise for further

exploring the relationship between Basin and Range

tectonics and geodynamics.
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